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Current cancer therapies often fail to cure
patients. Ideally, a cancer therapy should
locally eradicate the cancer and activate the
immune system to create a memory and
protect from recurrences.

In photodynamic therapy (PDT), cancer
cells are killed with compounds named
photosensitisers that are activated
locally through light exposure. The
photosensitiser or light alone are harmless
but can create toxicity and damage cells
containing the photosensitiser when
combined.
Current protocols in the clinic start
with the injection of a solution of
photosensitiser into the bloodstream,
allowing its distribution throughout
the body. Two to four days later, the
photosensitiser has been eliminated from
normal cells but is retained in cancer
cells. At that point, the tumour is exposed
to laser light of a specific wavelength.
This activates the photosensitiser,
leading to toxic reactive oxygen species
that destroy cancer cells. Importantly,
PDT has been described to activate the
immune system, which could protect
patients from recurrences. However,
current PDT is only partly cancer specific,
and patients remain sensitive to light for
several weeks after treatment.
Over the years, efforts have been made
to improve the cancer specificity of
PDT, for instance, by using antibodies
to target the photosensitisers to cancer
cells. This approach is currently being
tested in clinical trials and has already
been approved in Japan to treat head
and neck cancer patients. In this case,
cetuximab is the antibody used, which
targets the epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR), usually overexpressed
on cancer cells in the head and neck
region. This antibody is conjugated to
the photosensitiser IRDye700DX, a
phthalocyanine derivative that is watersoluble. Although this approach has
been a significant improvement, further
advancements are still possible.
Preclinical studies have shown that the
antibody-photosensitiser conjugates are
relatively large to penetrate and distribute
homogeneously
through
tumours,
preventing them from completely
eradicating the cancer. Antibodies also
circulate in the bloodstream for several
days, delaying light application and
making photosensitivity a remaining issue.
Dr Oliveira has been developing (since
2012) a new form of targeted PDT, using

Figure 1: A schematic representation of conventional photodynamic therapy (PDT) and of what can
be expected from the nanobody-targeted PDT. (PS: photosensitiser; NB-PS: nanobody-photosensitiser
conjugate).

nanobodies to target the photosensitiser
to cancer cells to solve all these
issues. Nanobodies are small antibody
fragments derived from a particular
class of antibodies that exist in camelids.
Nanobodies are roughly ten times smaller
than conventional antibodies, and
because of this small size: (i) nanobodies
accumulate in tumours within 1-2 hours
after intravenous administration; (ii) they
distribute very well through a tumour
mass; and (iii) they are rapidly eliminated,
if not associated or bound to cells
(Figure 1). Thus, nanobody-targeted PDT
enables the application of light shortly
after administration of the nanobodyphotosensitiser conjugate. Unlike the
most traditional photosensitisers, the
one used in this approach is watersoluble, i.e. the IRDye700DX as used in
the antibody-photosensitiser conjugate
tested in the clinic. Because of this, it
does not stick randomly to every cell it
encounters but needs the nanobody to
make it associate with the tumour cells.
One of the great advantages of PDT is
that the toxicity is only created where
light is applied; thus, it is not harmful to
the patient’s healthy tissues. By rendering
the accumulation of the photosensitiser
even more cancer specific, using
nanobodies, the chances of side-effects
are even lower. This makes targeted PDT
an excellent alternative for patients with
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tumours in places that are too risky to
operate on, for example, in the head and
neck regions, because of the collateral
damage that could occur. The second
main advantage of PDT is that it can
activate the patient’s immune system,
possibly inducing long-term protection
against the recurrence of the cancer.
After our first in vitro studies (Heukers,
2014) in which nanobody-photosensitiser
conjugates were shown to bind rapidly
and specifically to cancer cells via EGFR,
specifically leading to their destruction
(Figure 2a), more recent studies have
confirmed this approach can be expanded
to other receptors overexpressed on
cancer cells, namely the viral GPCR
US28 in the context of glioblastomas (De
Groof & Mashayekhi, 2019), MET which
is overexpressed in several malignancies
(Heukers, 2019), and HER2 that was
explored in the context of breast cancer
(Deken & Kijanka, 2020).
The first studies conducted with
experimental animals bearing human
tumours showed that the nanobodyphotosensitiser conjugates, which are
fluorescent, bind rapidly and specifically
to the cancer cells and distribute
homogeneously
throughout
the
tumour. One hour post-injection of the
nanobody-photosensitiser
conjugate,
these tumours were illuminated, leading
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Figure 2: a) Nanobody-targeted PDT is selective to cells with overexpression of the tumour marker (e.g. EGFR),
whereas normal cells remain alive. b) Proof of principle in vivo study showing extensive tumour damage
when nanobody-targeted PDT is applied, while areas of viable tumour are visible after antibody-targeted
PDT (Illumination time post injection is indicated). c) Tumour volume over 30 days post nanobody-targeted
PDT, illustrating clear antitumour effects. (NB-PS: nanobody-photosensitiser conjugate; NB-PDT: nanobodytargeted photodynamic therapy).
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to approximately 90 per cent tumour
damage (Figure 2b) (van Driel, 2016).
A subsequent study investigated the
effects on tumour growth over 30
days post-treatment (Deken & Kijanka,
2020). In this study, the nanobodyphotosensitiser targeted HER2, and
a clear shrinkage of the tumour was
observed three days post illumination
(Figure 2c). Many of these tumours
did not regrow in the following weeks.
Such a strong antitumour effect was only
observed for the tumour model with the
highest HER2 expression, highlighting
how relevant the expression of the target
is for the efficacy of the targeted therapy.
In order to investigate nanobody-targeted
PDT in a setting closer to the clinic, cancer
and normal tissue organoids obtained
from patients with head and neck cancer
were employed (Driehuis & Spelier,
2019). These organoids recapitulated the
expression level of the tumour target,
EGFR in this study, from the patients’

Figure 3: a) Nanobody-targeted PDT induced
vascular effects. Tumour in green grows in the
control group and vasculature shows regular flow.
Treated tumour reduces in size and vasculature
presents disrupted flow. b) Targeting of endothelial
and cancer cells potentiates the effect of nanobodytargeted PDT. (NB-PS: nanobody-photosensitiser
conjugate; EC: endothelial cells, CC: cancer cells).

fresh tissue obtained. Therefore it was
concluded that these organoids are a
useful model to investigate the efficacy
of targeted PDT. In the conditions
tested, nanobody-targeted PDT induced
cytotoxicity solely on cancer organoids,
while normal organoids remained alive,
and it was superior to antibody-targeted
PDT, further supporting the development
of our approach.
In parallel studies, more insights were
obtained into the mechanism of tumour
destruction triggered by nanobodytargeted PDT. Next to the mostly
observed direct cell death by necrosis
due to membrane cell damage, vascular
effects were also investigated. In a
dedicated study employing intravascular
microscopy, we observed that while the
vasculature was well visible and tumours
were well perfused before treatment,
after nanobody-targeted PDT, a reduction
or absence of vascular flow was visible, in
some cases with damage and leakage of
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the vessels (Figure 3a) (de Bruijn, 2020).
While these effects seemed permanent
in the tumour vasculature, they appeared
transient outside the tumour area.
As the vascular effects could also aid in
tumour destruction, we hypothesised
that in areas where the tumour target
was less available, it would be beneficial
to also target the tumour vasculature
for more effective destruction. For
this, we have developed nanobodyphotosensitiser conjugates targeting
endothelial cells. In vitro studies have
confirmed that a more potent effect
is obtained by the dual targeting of
cancer and endothelial cells (Figure 3b)
(Mashayekhi, 2020). This combination
remains to be studied in vivo.
Next to direct cell death and vascular
effects, an immune response is described
to contribute to cancer destruction in
PDT. Also, in this targeted approach
using nanobodies, this seems to apply.
Thus far, in vitro and ex vivo studies
have confirmed that immunogenic cell
death occurs when cancer cells are
treated with nanobody-targeted PDT.
This can lead to the maturation of
dendritic cells, which subsequently are
able to induce the proliferation of T cells
(Beltrán Hernández, 2020). More studies
will follow to investigate the immune
responses in more detail, namely with
immunocompetent mice.
Finally, the team aimed to bring
nanobody-targeted PDT to the veterinary
clinic by applying this treatment to cats
with oral cancer. For this, patient material
available at the pathology department of
the faculty of veterinary sciences was
tested for the presence of EGFR (Beltrán
Hernández, 2021). It was confirmed that
EGFR could be used as a target for the
nanobodies to deliver the photosensitiser
in cats with oral cancer, as nine of the
ten cases analysed expressed moderate
to high EGFR in the tumour (Figure 4a).
Similar levels were also observed at
the epithelium, though veterinarians
reassured this would not be a problem as
light is locally applied, and the epithelium
should rapidly regenerate if damaged.
A nanobody-photosensitiser was identified
to be effective in killing feline cancer cells
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Figure 4: a) EGFR confirmed as a target for
nanobody-targeted PDT in feline oral cancer. The
presence of EGFR was scored in tumours, stroma and
epithelium of ten cases of oral cancer from previous
cats, patients at the veterinary clinic. b) Nanobodytargeted PDT is effective solely on SCCF2 feline
cells that overexpress EGFR, while the MCF7 cells
that represent the stroma are unaffected. (NB-PDT:
nanobody-targeted photodynamic therapy).

(Figure 4b). This approach will be tested in
cats with oral cancer throughout 2022.
KILLCANCER has scientifically advanced
the field of targeted PDT by providing
essential information on its mechanism of
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